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Georg Kargl Fine Arts is proud to present the work of renowned Brazilian artist Lenora de Barros for 
the first time in Austria. The exhibition, on view from June 27 until October 12, will feature a curated 
group of works representing the gamut of her artistic practice, from 1979 through 2019, including 
photography, video, multiples and an installation enveloping the Georg Kargl Box.  
 
Lenora de Barros (born 1953) is a visual artist and poet based in São Paulo. She studied Linguistics 
at the University of São Paulo’s School of Philosophy before starting her artistic practice in the 1970s— 
a time of intense artistic experimentation in Brazil, despite the tense political conditions imposed by 
the military dictatorship (1964-1985). Her work is represented in a number of public collections, 
including Museu d'Art Contemporani in Barcelona, Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo, Centro 
Cultural São Paulo, and Daros Latinamerica Collection in Zurich. Among LB’s recent exhibitions are 
“Radical Women: Latin American Art, 1960-1985” (Hammer Museum, Los Angeles; Brooklyn 
Museum, New York; Pinacoteca do Estado, São Paulo); “Ready Made in Brazil” FIESP, São Paulo; 
“ISSOÉOSSODISSO” Paço das Artes, São Paulo; “Umas e Outras” PIVÔ, São Paulo; 
“ULTRAPASSADO I and II” Broadway 1602, New York; “Pregação” Pioneer Works, Brooklyn; 
“Circuitos Cruzados: O Centre Pompidou Encontra O MAM” Museu de Arte Moderna, São Paulo; 
“Coleção Itaú de Fotografia Brasileira” Paço Imperial – Centro Cultural do IPHAN, Rio de Janeiro; 3rd 
edition of the “Trienal Poli/gráfica de San Juan: Latinoamérica y el Caribe”; SONOPLASTIA, a sound 
installation at Millan Gallery, São Paulo; and the 11e Biennale de Lyon “Une terrible beauté est née”. 

While text and language have always remained central to LB’s work, her practice also encompasses 
live, recorded, or photographed performance, providing critical commentary upon aspects of pop art, 
Fluxus, conceptual art, and body art.  

“I have always been interested in the contact between languages, in generating meanings through the 
confrontation of different languages, particularly the verbal, visual, and acoustic aspects of words. I 
derive great pleasure in creating relations between codes by means of juxtaposition and contamination 
— working at the limits, at the borderlines. There is no fixed rule in my creative process that determines 
priorities or hierarchies. At times, it is a word, a sentence, a budding verse that crops up, and from 
that element I establish the visual and oral expression ascribed to that ‘content’. At other times, the 
process is reversed: the visual language imposes itself first, and the text follows. Sometimes, I create 
“pure” texts or just photographic images, visual sequences (videos) or just objects, object-poems 
and/or installations, where the various language forms blend into a dialogue (or a ‘trialogue’), so as to 
produce various meanings.”1 

The exhibition highlights LB’s unique amalgam of visual poetry and language-based performance. The 
artist draws inspiration from Brazil’s richly experimental modernism, from Oswald de Andrade’s 

                                                        
1 Lenora de Barros in Karina Granieri, Aspectos da poesia concreta brasileira na obra de Lenora de Barros, Buenos 
Aires, Argentina: Centro de Estudos Brasileños, 2003 
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concept of cultural anthropophagy (1920s) to Concrete Art and Poetry (1950s), of which her father 
was one of the main practitioners. Included here are some of the artist’s most iconic works, starting 
with one of her first visual poems, Poema (1979), a photo-performance composed of a series of 6 
black and white photographs depicting the artist's tongue coming into contact with the keys and 
mechanisms of a typewriter.  
 
An important group of LB’s unusual and extraordinary poems created during the late 70s and early 
80s were published in her first book Where It's Seen in 1983. Some of these poems dispensed with 
words altogether, and were instead constructed as photographic sequences wherein the artist acted 
out different characters in performative actions. The book carries LB’s unique voice, informed by a 
Duchampian twist, often employing irony and referencing the feminine universe. One such poem is 
Laugh/Cry (1975), comprising two mirrored “scores” with a written sequence of sounds relating to the 
act of laughing and crying that overlap. This work is presented here as a plexi-mounted folding multiple 
with an audio component performed by the artist.  
  
Prominently featured in the recent groundbreaking exhibition “Radical Women,” Homage to George 
Segal was the artist’s first experiment with video in 1984. The video sequence shows the artist 
frantically engaged in the banal action of brushing her teeth, the foam gradually developing into a 
sculptural mask that obliterates her face, ultimately recalling the signature plaster-bandaged figures 
by the American artist George Segal. This performance had been staged earlier by LB in 1975 and 
served as a starting point for the video. Both the 1975 sequence of black and white photographs and 
the 1984 video are featured. 
 
As made evident in the exhibition, the artist’s mouth (as subject and as site) figures prominently in 
numerous manifestations throughout her oeuvre: as a stand in for the spoken language, as a means 
of inferring violence, and as a sign for open sexuality and individual expressivity. LB’s photo-
performance In the Land of the Great Tongue, Give Meat to Those Who Want Meat, which shows the 
artist forcefully biting her own tongue, was created for the 24th Bienal de São Paulo in 1998.  It was 
the artist’s response to Oswald de Andrade’s Cannibalist Manifesto of 1928, which proposed cultural 
cannibalism as a form of resistance to European colonial cultural domination. The artist later 
redeveloped this work in new mediums such as the video performance that is part of this exhibition. 

From 1993 to 1996, LB had a weekly column at the major newspaper Jornal da Tarde (São Paulo), 
entitled “… Umas.” Today, this discursive context could be considered a "pré-blog”, in which the artist 
published numerous photo-performances, visual poems, and poetic texts proposing unique 
relationships between text and image while commenting on the status of art, photography, and poetry. 
Procuro-me [Wanted by Myself] was first published in that venue, prompted by the 9/11 terrorist 
attacks in New York. The reflexive form of the verb “procurar” (to search) is here used in relation to 
herself. The Procuro-me [Wanted by Myself] posters were based on photographs taken in a shopping 
mall employing a software developed for hairdressers and their clients. LB recalls that the 
photographer objected that she displayed an expression of astonishment instead of a typical smiling 
face as the posed for the hairdos. This work would later unfold into a series of other projects, several 
of which are represented at the gallery in the form of an installation, editions and a new mirror multiple 
made especially for this exhibition. 


